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Akshell is a command-line application that simplifies development of Java web applications. Features: simple configuration by
writing a.akshellrc file easy login to the server evaluating Java expressions displaying the application source code managing the
application data automatic deployment of the application downloading of the application code saving of the application code

putting the application code to the server Built-in editor for: HTML CSS JSP Java HTML5 JavaScript Python Inheritance Built-
in compiler for: HTML CSS JSP Java HTML5 JavaScript Python CSS JSON XML RESTful Built-in connectors for: Amazon
S3 Google GAE DynamoDB Twitter Facebook Amazon FPS ImageStore QQ Nimbus LDAP Tomcat Tomcat 6 Websocket
Shared Database Built-in debugger for: HTML CSS JSP Java HTML5 JavaScript Python RESTful Built-in expression editor

for: Java HTML CSS JSP Python JavaScript XML JSON RESTful Built-in Expression viewer for: Java HTML CSS JSP Python
RESTful Built-in Server manager for: Apache Built-in Cli for: Apache Built-in Server manager for: NGINX Built-in Docker

Hub for: Built-in Docker Hub for: Built-in Docker Hub for: Built-in Docker Hub for: Built-in Docker Hub for: Built-in Docker
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+-----------+------------------------+-----------------------------+ | Key | Value | |
+===========+========================+=============================+ | Appname | | |

+-----------+------------------------+-----------------------------+ | NodeName | | |
+-----------+------------------------+-----------------------------+ | Fullname | | |

+-----------+------------------------+-----------------------------+ | | +-----------+------------------------+-----------------------------+ | |
+-----------+------------------------+-----------------------------+ | | +-----------+------------------------+-----------------------------+ |
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Akshell 

The Akshell project is an independent implementation of the Eclipse Web Developer Tools platform, built using C++ and
forked from the Eclipse project. It provides the Java Server Faces (JSF) web framework and rich client JSF components in the
form of a Plugin-architecture developed with Maven and Java. Akshell was designed as a new, less dependency-orientated
implementation of the Eclipse Web Developer Tools platform, in order to let developers focus on their development without the
burden of a full-blown IDE. Akshell allows the development of Java Server Faces applications. You can write a page and
generate its UI from that page; the generated UI will be opened and edited in an independent tool in a separate workspace. After
saving the changes, the page is compiled and deployed to the web server. The UI of Akshell is designed to be independent from
the underlying implementation; in particular, there is no dependency on the underlying Eclipse platform. As such, Akshell can
be used as a stand-alone application on any platform for which the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is available. The goal is to make
the development of Java Server Faces applications and JSF components in an environment as similar as possible to existing
Eclipse-based IDEs. Installation In this tutorial we will assume that you have already installed Akshell. If not, please follow the
instructions on the Akshell Wiki to install the IDE. Login to Akshell from console Once the installation process is completed,
Akshell is configured and ready to use. Open the command-line interface and start the server: $./akshell By default, Akshell
runs on port 8080. Type help to get more details about the available options. To login to the server, type login userName and
password. Here userName is a string with your username and password is a string containing your password. Get application
code from the server Once you are logged in, you can download your code from the server by typing get-application-code
src/homepage.page. You will see that the content of the web page src/homepage.page is saved in src/homepage.html. You will
also see that the IDE automatically found and replaced src/homepage.page and src/homepage.html. Put the code on the server In
the same way, you can put your code on the server:
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 or higher Processor: Dual Core 2.5GHz Memory: 4GB RAM HDD: 4GB available space Graphics: NVIDIA
Geforce GTX 660 or AMD Radeon HD 6850 DirectX: Version 9.0 or higher Software: Microsoft Visual C# 2010 Express 1.
Install the game 2. Download and install the game from by clicking the link provided on this page. When the download is
complete, run the
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